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Name of the mascotName of the mascot

Waldi

ANIMAL ESPECICANIMAL ESPECIC

He is dachshund,   
a very  popular

animal in bavaria.



PHYSICAL DESCRIPTIONPHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The mascot features several different
colors: its head and tail are light blue,
with a body of light green, dark green,

orange and yellow stripes with at least
three of the six Olympic colors.

this mascot is famed for its
endurance, tenacity and

agility.besides, is very funny,
energetic and gentle.

PERSONALITYPERSONALITY



Waldi was the first official mascot in the
history of the Olympic Summer Games and

Elena Winschermann created waldi.
Dachshunds have traditionally been

seen as a symbol of Germany.

Munich chose that mascot
because

the sausage originated in
Germany in 1852 and represents

the country.

Historical and culturalHistorical and cultural

significancesignificance
Why did Munich chooseWhy did Munich choose

that mascot?that mascot?
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Name of the mascotName of the mascot

Flamenquito

Cordoba 2030Cordoba 2030

ANIMAL ESPECICANIMAL ESPECIC

This mascot is a
flamenquin dog with
objects related to

flamenco and is very
popular in Spain.



Phisical descriptionPhisical description  

The colors of Flamenquito is
red and yellow.

He has got a big head with a
longs hairs in moustache.

PersonalityPersonality

this mascot has a personality
very funny and nice but when he is
angry don´t go near him .Besides,

he loves flamenco and making
new friends.



Historical and culturalHistorical and cultural
significancesignificance

Flamenquito is the second official
mascot of the Summer Olympic Games in
Spain (the first in Barcelona 1992) and
flamenquito was created by us for the

cordoba 2030 olympic games.

Why did Cordoba choose thisWhy did Cordoba choose this

mascot?mascot?

Córdoba choose that macot because
the flamenquin is a tipic food of
Cordoba and Flamenco is a very

famous dance in andalusia.



we Hope you liked it and goodbye 

Munich 1972 Cordoba 2030


